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Oversupply in New Mexic·o

Colleges Granting Excessive PhD's
By JOHN HOLMES
The Executive SE!cretary of' the
Board of Educational Finance
{BEF) Monday accused many of
the state's colleges and universities
of offering more l?hd's than
needed.
Speaking to a combined
meeting of the boards of regents
of all New Mexico colleges and
universities, MeConnell
questioned motives of faculty
members caught up in the
"Harvard Syndrome."
''Instead of adding new
programs, shouldn't we be
weeding out the weaker or less
productive programs and applying
the resources used in those
programs to other t:teeds?" he
said.
He said nationally 30 per cent
more Phd's are being graduated
than will be needed. While other
schools, such as Harvard and Yale
are cutting back on their graduate
programs, New Mexico schools are
not.

When questioned whether his
statements applied to UNM's new
Phd in business, which the BEF
recently approved, McConnell said
probably not.
He said 1 HDean (Robert)
Rehder probably has more
justification for his program than
do many programs now existing. 11
McConnell also questioned the
decision - making abilities of
many university faculty members.
"As a gt:meral proposition, it
appears to me the faculty are
involved in making decisions on
matters where they have no
particular competence," he said.
As examples, he cited the
making of rules governing student
life and decisions about vocational
education on branch campusesan area in which many Jack
expertise.
In response to a question by
UNM Regent's President Calvin
Horn, McConnell said he was
"stronglyn in favor of student
participation in university

decision • making.
Opening the meeting, Gov.
Bruce King said the yearly
meetings of aU boards of regents
was preferabl<:! to a single
state-wide board.
•
King said, however, "I do
believe there needs to be greater
communication among the
individual boards of regents." He
said the almost 100 per cent
tumout was an indication of a
move in th<:! right direc::tion.
He also noted the surplus of
graduates in some professional
areas and suggested the regents
"begin the sometimes painful
process of rearrangingu priorities.
King stressed the university's
involvement in management ot
the environment and in the
problems of urban sprawl;
population growth, economic
development, expanding
opportunities for minority groups
and solving the problems of drugs
and crime.
:He also said "the people or

New Mexico rank very high in
their financial support of the
state's public higher education.''
This was contradicted later in
the session in a study presented
by the regents of New Mexico
State University and Eastern New
Mexico University, which stated
that individual students in New
Mexico pay one of the highest
tuition • cost .ratios in the nation.
The two boards cited increased
federal spending on the state's
education and proposed a
resolution to the legislature calling
for a 22 to 1 student ~ teacher
tatio in the state's institutions of
higher learning. The resolution
war; later passed unanimously.
Also covered in the meeting
were studiPs by the various hoards
on the universities• role in the
economic development of the
state; understanding higher
education; university governance;
universities' role in technical
vocational training; and
cooperation between universities,

Kosygin Attacked by Hungarian Chauvanist
Assault Followed Bomb, Molotov Cocktail Found I~ear Russian Embassy

luesday, October 19, 1971

OTTAWA (UPI)~ A young
man shouting ccLong live
Hungary" broke through a police
cordon Monday and attackPd
visiting Soviet Premier Alexei N.
Kos ygin, leaping upon the
Russian's back artd trying to
wrestle him to the ground with an
armlock. Kosygin was not injured.
Kosygirt, 67, was shaken and
his coat was nearly torn from his
back.
Security guards pounced upon
the assailant as Canadian Prime
Mi nistet Pierre Elliott Trudeau
pushed Kosygin into the arms of
the police cordon

The assailant shoutE!d that he
was Geza Matraif identified as a
member of rightwing extremists
groups and a Hungariat:t emigre.
Eyewitnesses who know Mtttrai
said he appeared to be the man
but police would issue no
confirmation.
Apology
An angry Trudeau later
apologized to the Soviet leader
and termed the attack "a most
humiliatinu incident t'or Canada,"
adding that he w:ts "ashamed."
UPI photographer Jean Alarie,
so close to the leaders that his lip
was cut as police struggled with

the attacker, said:
"lf he had had a gun or knife,
Kosygin would not have had a
chance.tt
"He (the assailant) put his arms
around Kosygin's shoulders, like a
football tackle, then seemed to be
trying to drag Kosygin down to
the ground, not to strangle him,"
Alarie said.
A phalanx of police hustled
av;ay the attacker after frisking
hith roughly and finding no
weapons.
Hungarian
"Long Jive Hungary!"
"Freedom for Hungary!" "Down

with the Russians!>~ the youth
screamed as he was hauled away.
Matrai is the name of a young
Torottto man active in such
right-wing groups as the extremist
Edmund Burke Society and the
•• Hungarian Freedom Fighters."
A secottd man 1 believed
accompanying the assailant; was
also taken into custody, bringing
to- five the number held by police
on serious incidents stemming
from the Russian leador's visit.
The attack oil Kosygin; without
precendent in Canadian
(Please turn to page 3)

Editor Breaks .1868 A b·ortion Law
Arrested for Publishing Referral Services Directory
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (UPI)Girls in Florida seeking
information about obtaining legal
abortions can no longer expect
help from Ron Sachs, the
University of Florida student
newspaper editor, though the girls
keep asking.
Sachs now refers. them
somewhere else and the events
surrounding that decision t•aise
constitutional issues involving
freedom of the press and a
challenge of Florida's ancient
abortion law.
Sachs defied a century · old
state law earlier thrs month and
printed a directory of abortion
referral services - primarily
clergymen - where wome11 could
obtain information about legal
abortions.
The 21-year·old Miami senior
was ·promptly arrested ~or
violating the 1868 law wh1ch
forbids publication of any
information that could aid in
aborting a pregnancy.
Prison Sentence
Sachs faces a possible one-year

))

Regents' Kingdoms
The meeting of the combined boards of regents of ~he
state's colleges and universities yesterday acted as a warnmg
to their members.
Even though Gov. Bruce King said in his opening speech
that he was opposed to single statewide board of regents, the
possibility is imminent unless the many boards learn to get
along.
Over the past several years, the various boards have
developed into segregated, autonomous groups totally
divorced from one another.
Since they lack communication, they spend much of their
time at cross purposes.
They have each offered degrees in many of the sa~e
uisciplin!:!H, Lhereby causing more supply than demand m
both class space and graduates.
Cooperation between the boards may seem like a far off
dream.
However, unless they do learn to live with one another,
they may find control over their little kingdoms has gone the
way of buggy whips and good nickel cigars.

Trudeau Embarrassed

win our case," said Sachs. "If we professional journalism society,
win, I am going to make the started a defense fund for Sachs
information available regularly in which has grown to more than
our paper.
$400.
Morality
Sachs said he believes if there is
"You can talk about the a law on the books which a person
morality of abortion all you want. feels is unconstitutional, it is his
You can pretend it doesn't exist. duty "to take a risk and break it."
But it does exist."
"Not to do that when it is the
Sachs said he has received a lot most effective way to bring about
of mail as a result of his actio11 change is tantamount to telling
and that it has been running 10 to black people they shouldn't break
1 in favor of his stand.
laws which prohibited them from
The north central Florida eating in restaurants or sitting in
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, the ·front of a bus," he said.

court · imposed choice between
getting married or !!laving the man
she is living- with.
The 23-year·old said she
probably will leave him because
she doesn't believe in marriage
any more than she believes in
bringing unwanted children into
an over-populated world.
Wheeler was the first woman
ever convicted under the century·
old Florida law and has pledged to
app,eal her conviction.
Challenge
The law is also being challenged
by the Today newspaper in
Cocoa, which filed suit seeking
permission to publish abortion
information after being warned
that publishing it wouH result in
prosecution.
The constitutionality of the law
was already in grave doubt. The
state supreme court has told the
legislature to modernize the
statute or face having it declared
unconstitutional and Attorney
General Robert Shevin expressed
serious doubts about the law.
"I am confident we're going to

fuff:(i{}:tt:il:'.f!P";~f!iiW:~t0iM'~gr~Ri"i7ifiiM~"tr!ilf<ll~'i''''ifif!.>:m:'ffi"'Wlli"Mii.%f<'l.&'Ht'llm:t-~'::,;;:l:iiflt"4:CDi';.s:l~~

~~Scientist-Astronaut Says~~~

IJupiter May Contain Life~
.;...;;

COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)-Karl 100 degrees below zero, it is
G. Henize, who could become one warme~ in certain layers of the
of America's first atmosphere.
scientist-astronauts to fly in space,
"It is possible certain life forms
said Friday he believes there is a are floating between layers of
possibility of life on or near atmosphere," Henize told a news
Jupiter.
conference. "There is not strong
Henize, a 45 ·year old evidence, but we should not
astronomer who was on the discount the possibility.''
support crew of Apollo 15,
Henize was the featured
pointed out that Jupiter's speaker at the 50th anniversary
atmosphere contains methane and convention of the Ohio
ammonia, hydrocarbons believed Vocational Association. He joined
said, Trudeau expressed more that to be bases for life,
the NASA program in 1967 and
Canadian relatio11s have
He also noted that although the hopes to be selected for a skylab
traditionally been with the United temperature 011 Jupiter is about
flight in 1973 or 1974,
States.
The Trudeau· Kosygin talks
were held against the background
Over 30
of evident Canadian
disenchantment over President
~.'!on-Sat
11 a.m.--·3 a.m.
Nixon's new economic policy
Sun
with its 10 per cent surcharge on
11 a.m.-1 a.m.
•
1600
Central
SE
imports and other proposed
1op
·B42·o7a6
~
measures affecting Canada.
loollllr
w.......... ..
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Kosygin Jostled During Canadian Visit
(Continued from page 1)

diplomatic history, followed
discovery earlier Monday of two
bombs and the fixings for a dozen
molotov cocktails in the vicinity
of the Russian Embassy.
The incident occurred after
Kosygin and Trudeau wound up
their first of talks on a wide range
of subjects, including European
political developments. At the end
of their two hour, 50 minute
meeting, the lenders decided to
take an impromptu walk in the
warm Indian summer sun.
Parliament
As they left the center block of
the parliament buildings, Trudeau,
wearing a red rose in his lapel,
guided the smiling Soviet premier
towards the cabinet rooms in the
east block.
They were followed by a crush
of photographers, newsmen and
passersby.
Alarie said the assailant jumped
from a group of demonstrators
into the crowd of newsmen, then
leaped at Kosygin's back as the
leader passed by.
At least four Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, in brilliant scarlet
coats, immediately surrounded
the Russian leader.
Canadian officials said Kosygin
made no mention of the incident
once back inside the east block
building. He later dispatched his
limousine and walked the 100
yat·ds back to the Chateau Laurier
where he and his entourage are
staying.
During the afternoon, Kosygi11
was continuing his scheduled
program by touring the Bell
Northern Research Laboratories,
Three Arrested
Three men arrested earlier
Monday in connection with
discovery of the two bombs were
said by police to have East
European origins, as did many of
the 8 00 placard • bearing
demonstrators who greeted
Kosygin Sunday and later
spattered the Soviet Embassy
walls with paint and stones.
Further protests were
scheduled for Tuesday, when a
massive demonstration was
planned by Jewish groups,
expected to include militant
Newish Defense League leader
Rabbi Maier Kahane.
Canadian officials wto>re
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Opinion

Lesser of Two Evils Not Answer

million new under-21 potential
voters to register and vote?
Establishment politicians as well
as moderate radicals are engated
in the effort to persuade both the
new under-21 potential voters,
and counterculture types who
have never participated in the
electoral process to exercise their
franchise in 1972. After all, if
such a campaign is successful, a
powerful bloc of between 10 and
20 million voters wh!l have thus
far never been able to wield
significant power, may w~ry well
be the key element in the
electoral equation in 1972. What a
force for change.
- 'All Well & Good'
All well and good, but consider
the slogan of the aforementioned
ad, which seems to reflect the
(Editor's Note: "The Staff" general theme or the campaign to
columnist Michael Blake, formerly "get out the Youth Vote.''
How is anyone supposed to do
special editor for The Lobo sent
us cot>ies of the paper and invited that? How does one register his
us to "rip anything off that suits discontent by voting? Of course it
will be possible to register
your fancy." We fancied this.)
discontent with Richard Nixon in
197 2 by voting for the
By NORMAN SPINRAD
A full·pagf' ad in the Sept. 27 Democratic Presidential
issue of "Time," placed by candidate, who figures to be
something calling ituelf the someone like Muskie, Humphrey,
"Youth Citizenship Fund, Inc.": Ted Kennedy, or in the best of all
A voting booth with the curtain possible worlds, George
drawn around a figure inside. McGovern. But how does one
Below the curtain, Wll see an register discontent with such a
acoustic guitar, and a pair of bare farcical non·choice, with such a
feet sticking out of rolled-up rerun of the fiasco of 1968?
Well, one can always vote for
Levis, real cutsie-pie. Caption:
"Register your discontent. Vote." George Wallace, and hope that he
I stared at the thing for a will get enough votes to tie up the
minute or two before I figured election and show it up for the
out what it was about it that so sterile non·choice it figures to be.
pissed me off. Of coursP, if the But on(' of the thr(•e ctmdid2tet:
feet stickinr: out of the Levis were that you can't stomach will end
black, and the guitar was up President anyway.
Coalition
irreplaced with a watt'rmelon, the
In u certain newspaper, I wrote
patronizing tone of the ad might
become t>Ven more obvious, but a series of articles about the
that's just a question of poor possibilities and necessity of
forming a new national party
advertising technique,
No, what got under my skin which would field candidates that
was not the patronizing attitude blacks, Chicanos, the
of the particular ad, but the fact countet•culture and the other
tbat it is symptomatic of a whole presently· disl'nfranchised
national cantpaigrt to get out the American minorities could vote
"Youth Vole" that is now in the for with some enthusiasm. Over
process of building up ste,uu.
the Fourth of .July Wt>ekend, Gore
What, you may ask, is wrong Vidal, Benjamin Spock, mtd about
with u campaign to get out 11
200 radical activists met in
Page2

prison sentence or $1000 fine if
convicted.
Since his arrest, Sachs said he
has received many requests fur
information ·rrom around the
country from "girls who said they
were in desperate trouble and
would pay whatever they had to
pay to get the list."
While he has agreed to stop
dissemi11ating abortion referral
information pending his trial,
Sachs $aid he now refers young
women "to magazines where we
got our information."
Sachs said he had also received
calls from girls who had abortions
in the last year, some of them
legal, some of them illegal.
"The terror that some of those
girls expressed is the kind of
terror that no woman should have
to face just because she is a
Floridian," Sachs said.
Not Only Victim
Sachs is not the only victim of
the law.
Shirley Ann Wheeler of Deland,
Fla., convicted of manslaughter
for having an abortion, faces a

Albuquerque and formed
something called "The Coalition"
which is supposed to be an
alliance of many small minor
parties which will field a national
ticket in a meaningful way in
1972. But little has been, heard
from the Coalition since, and it
seems very much as if this group is
merely a11 alliance of 200 people.
On local levels, the situation is
bleak, if not entirely as hopeless.
Berkeley proved that it was
possible to gain political control
o£ a locality through the electoral
process without working through
establishment two-party politics.
Here and there people like Bella
Abzug have won Democratic
primaries on radical programs of

"Berkeley prm•ed tlzat it
was possible to gain political
comrol of a locality through
the electoral process without
working

through

establishment two-party
polities."
meaningful reform and have gone
on to win in the general election.
But Berkeley is a demographic
nuke, and electing a few
Congressmen and state legislators,
while certainly better than
nothing, will not lead to any
meaningful changes in the
political tenor or the state or the
nation.
The people who are urging
youth to register and vote· know
titis. They can well afford to allow
a Cew maverick Congressmen,
Assemblymen and even a state
senator or two, to represent
"youth and the counterculture,"
knowing full well that a few
"token longhairs" will not
seriously alter the equation of
political power either in California
or the Unit<>d States.
Until we have candidates for
the heavy offices~ Pr<>sident,
Governor, S!!nator ~ who speak
for our interests, it will be rather
impossible for participation in the
electoral process to have any
positive meaning.

And if such candidates did poll us on significant issues, so that we
a lot of votes, the American can vote for such a candidate in
political power structure and the the primary. Similarly, we should
country at large would be put on register as Republicans where such
notice that this new constellation registration affords us an
of power had to be dealt with, opportunity to vote for someone
bargained with, granted we really want to vote for in a
concessions, and given a real piece primary. But if there is no
of the real action.
candidate in either opener who
'Meaningful'
genuinely appeals to us, we should
Further, it would not matter register as independents and not
very much if such candidates were' vote in any primary at nil. It's
labelled "Democrats," time to stop voting for the lesser
"Republicans," or anything else. of two evils.
They would stand out in striking
Write·In
distinction from the rest of the
In the general election, we
field by dint of their positions on should vote only for whatever
the meaningful issues.
candidates for whatever offices
Unfortunately, no such really appeal to us. If none of the
candidates have emerged. There is candidates running for a given
no strong new national party, and office offer a choice we can be
Democrats and Republicans, as enthusiastic about, we should not
usual, sound entirely alike when \"Ote at all Cor that office, or write
they speak on any really in a name of someone we would
significant issue.
have liked to see on the ballot.
So what can we do without
Sadly, the only way we can
votes?
really express our discontent by
I believe that the current voting is with the gaps in our
situation <".alls for a sophisticated ballot. If, for example, there is a
and somewhat complex use of the supportable candidate for
ballot. What we should try to Congress in a given district, but
accomplish is the e11couragement not one for President, such
of the emergence of candidates judicious voting would mean that
for major offices who reflect our there would be more votes cast in
own beliefs and positions. To do the Congressional contest irr that
this, we must demonstrate our district than in the Presidential
power at the polls. But we must
do this clearly, and not allow our
political statement to be diluted,
"I believe that the current
muddled, and confused by the
situation
calls for a
time-honored practice of voting
sophisticated a11d somewhat
for "the lesser o£ two evils."
Of course candidates for these complex use of the ballot."
important offices who did
campaign forthrightly for the
votes of youth and the race. By looking at the difference,
counterculture, advocating and professional politicians will know
legalization of marijuana, radical exactly how many votes their
cutting of the defense budget, Presidential ticket lost by being
meaningful reform of the unacceptable to youth and the
educational system, laws against counterculture. They will also
discrimination based on know that they are dealing with a
ha ir·length and life-style, very sophisticated bloc of voters
rationalization of Ameican foreign who will not be easily conned.
policy, nnrl so forth, would poll a
Registration
lot of votl's.
The o11ly way to make our
We: should indeed registe:r. We votes count for what we want
should register as Democrats in them to count for in 1972 is to
districts where thl'rP. is a candidate '·ote for candidates we really wa11t
for the Democratic nomination to vote for, and to vote ·no on
for a local office who speaks for everyone else.
NEW MEXlCO LOBO
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EMERYVILLE, Calif. (UPI) Shell Oil Co. announced Thursday
it is moving its research center,
operated here since 1928, to
Houston by midsummer 1972 for
consolidation with three other
research facilities.
About 1,000 persons will bll
affected by the move from the
facility in the San Francisco East
Bay. The three other facilities to
be consolidated in Houston are at
Torrance, Calif., Wood River, Ill.,
and Woodbury, N.J.
The company's biological
sci enee research cllnter in
Modesto, Calif., will not be
affected by the move.
Tuesday, Ocwber 19, 1971

tightening up security precautions
which already were the most
severe ever for a visiting head of
government in this country.
Continue Talks
Kosygin and Trudeau planned
to continue their political and
economic discussions Tuesday
morning, concentrating on
bilateral issues.
At Monday's morning's
meeting, a Canadian spokesman
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To indicate the category you want for
each selection, circle the letters: R for
Records, S for S-Track Tapes, C for Cassette Tapes. Then enter the code num·
bers of the selection(s) you want and the
prices in the appropriate columns. Please
enclose full payment along with three
7UP bottle cap liners or other 7UP proof
of purchase* for each selection. (DO NOT
MAIL METAL CAPS.) Make check or money
order payable to: Uncola Music Offer.
MAll ORDER FORM TO:
Uncola Music Offer, P.O. Box 7778,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
IMPORTANT: Circle either"R," "S," or "C."

MOODY BLUES

13296

fl

Get any of these top Record albums for only $3.80 and 7UP"1 proof of
purchase (save up to $2.18). 8-Track and Cassette Tape albums, only
$3.98 (save up to $4.00).

c

~

--~-

~~--~

T - ~ ~5__ '-C? - ·----}--TOTAL:
f-.- ~--~ ~--

-

--

All prices include applicabie state and
local tax and mailing costs.

!PLEASE PI! tilT CLtARLYJ

NAt.1E
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP.

Along with your albums, you will receive
the 24 page Music Monevoffer Catalog
listing over 300 music and stereo equipment bargains. If you would like the Gala·
log and do not want to purchase an album
at this time, check the box below and send
your name and address along with 25c to:
Uncola Music Offer, Dept. C,

P.O. Box 778,

t.

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.

-J

...

•rnc fot::.mng conshtutc 7UP proof or purch.1se:
Three 7UP ~otlle cap liners, {00 IWT MAIL
ME:TAL CAPS); One 7UP purthase seal from the
bottom of non-returnable bottle~ or eGO cartons;
rlne 1UP irnpront from the plashc collar tan
holders; Or any idenlifiablo portion Of tile tahcl
lrom Jaree s1ze 7Uf' bottles.

For inforrn3tion on the famous Uncola posters write Unwla Posters, Box ll477, St. Louis, Mis·

souri 03105.
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ASUNM Arranges Special
Plane Rates For Students
Do you anticipate trouble
flying stnnd.by this. Christmas? If
so, the ASUNM Consumer Affairs
Committee may be able to help
you get flights to Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Chicago, or New
York.
Vic Padilla, chairman or the
committee, has arranged special
rate round-trip reserved ticltets for
students heading for these
destinations over the holidays,
"While the price for these
flights is about the same as
student standby, the important
thing is that the. students won't
get bumped by a rese1·ve sent
passenger," Padilla said. "Another
feature of the arrangement is that
while students must leave on
specific flights, the return part of
the round trip ticket is good for
any TWA flight."

Open Road
Some anonymous artist
constructed this modern sculpture
featuring a motif of the open road;
thi~; and other works in the
collection of Dennis Hopper, a
resident of Taos, IU'e currently on
display in the UNM Art Gallery.
The collection can be seen until
next '1'uesday, Oct. 25.

TWA flight dc~tinations,
l'oundtrlp prices, date and
departure times are as follows;
Los Angeles-$73, flights on
Dec, :w at 6;25 p.m., Dec. 21 and
22 at 6:25 p,m. and 2·:15 p.m.
Chicago- ~135, flights on Dec,
21 and 22 at 12:15 p.m. and 3
p.m., Dec. 23 at 3 p.m. New
York- $199, Dec. 22 at 3 p.m.
San Francisco- $112, Dec. 21
and 22 at 3:35 p.m.
Padilla said the deadline for
reservations is Dec. 19. Each flight
must have at least 10 UNM
student reservations, and the New
York flight requires_ 25. The
reservation deposit is $10.
Further information and
reservations can be obtained by
calling Muuatch Travels or the
campus representative at
242-2901.

Albuq. Faces Pollution Crisis
Carbon monoxide emissions
from Albuquerque automobiles
are up nearly 50 per cent from
what they should be, reported
Harry Davidson, city air. resources
manager,
1'Carbon monoxide has reached
significant levels in Albuquerque
this fall, and a long period of
stagnation of air here could cause
an emergency situation this

over•

JOin
us.

zero population growth

David~on.

.At five free clinics around the
city, 1534 vehicles were tested for
excessive emissions during Cleaner
Air Week, Oct, 4·8. The results
showed an unusually higher
amount of carbon monoxide
emission in .Albuquerque than in
some other cities.
"Two major causes for
polluting emissions are incorrect
carburetor adjustment and the
too-low idle speed on 1970-72
models. If carburetors were
properly adjusted the carbon
monoxide emissions from
automobiles could be red11ced by
47 per cent," said Davidson.
Davidson also said vehicles .in
Albuquerque are older on the
average than in other cities and
this may account for more
"smoking" cars. The mild climate
in the city rarely requires the use
of salt on streets in the winter
which can corrode the car body.
he· said. Though car bodies may
not corrode as fast, engine
malfunctions are as frequent here
as anywhC!re else, he said.

Army Wife to
G-et Welfare

•

If America's population continues to grow at a rapid rate, it's a sure
bet that our environmental problems, already very serious, will overwhelm us ... that we will still be paying for MORE (not better)
schools, houses, and roads, .. that wilderness, privacy, and the quality
of life will erode away.
How can YOU work for a better America? By joining Zero Population Growth (ZPG}.
ZPG is a grassroots, non-profit organization formed to stop popula·
tion growth. ZPG concentrates its efforts in educa<ion and political
action.
We are educating the American public to the thmat of population
yrowth and encouraging even,/ couple fo limit their family ~o one or
two children. Our political work consists of lobbying at all levels of
government for legislation favoring those who want to keep their fami·
lies small, and of supporting political candidates with realistic positions
on population and environmental problems.
Join ZPG today. We have 400 chapters coast-to-coast. There is
probably one near you.

winter. It is important that car
owners insist their vehicles be
tuned fur minimum carbon
monoxide emission level," said

F08 MORE INFORMATION,
CONTACT:

OLYMPIA, WASH. (UPI)-The
Washington State Supreme Court
ruled Thursday that welfare aid
must be paid a woman with four
children because her husband did
not earn a decent wage in the
Army.
The unanimous decision opens
the way for welfare payment to
families of men drafted into the
service, an attorney for the State
Department of Social and Health
Services said.
Walter E. White, Assistant
Attorney General for the Division
of Public Assistance, said a study
is underway to determine the
fiscal impact of the decision.
A key question of cost involved
a decision yet to be made on how
many soldiers will qualify. The
high court ruling dealt only with
draftees, and a spokesman said it
may not cover enlisted men,
The case involved Keith
Kennedy, Woodland, Wash., who
was drafted for failing to attend
National Guard meetings. His
military pay as a private provided
only $145 a month for his wife
and four children.

ZERO POPUlATION GROWTH
ALBUQUERQUE CHAPTER tt5f)
P 0. Box 14144
Albuquerque, N M. 87111
(5051 294·0171

City parks are a public
nuisance.
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Spare A"'«M<d~
[hange
by Chades Aiu:ltews
The review of the Three Dog
Night concert you see to the right
is no prize; if I had had the time, I
probably would have rewritten it
entirely. So I know quite well
how poor something can come
out when you have to rush it. And
I'm well aware that the Journal's
deadline leaves precious tittle time
for writing a review of something
that ends after 11 p.m., as did the
concert Sunday night.
But the incredible piece that
appeared in Monday's Journal is
not the product of a close
neadline, but of sending someone
who obviously didn't know the
first thing about what he/she was
seeing and hearing, (No byline so
there's no way to tell for sure who
wrote it, though I've got a
suspicion - I c;:m't help but
wonder if the writer requested
anonimity.) It is so ludicrous that
George Lesser of KUNM was
moved to read it during his
Monday newscast, with the proper
sarcasm of course.
Right off the bat the writer
tells you Three Dog Night is a
Canadian group. I can't imagine
whl!re that notion sprung from,
unless it's because drummer Floyd
Sneed is Canadian. But the other
six Dogs are all Americans, and a
more American group than 3DN
isn't to be found.
First reference to the band is as
"The Three Dog Night." This may
seem like nit-picking, but
somPone. 'vho •,van even vaguely
familiar with the subject would
never have used "The." The name
of the group is "Three Dog
Night." It's not HThe Canned
Heat" or "The Ten Years After"
or ''The Crazy Horse," and it's
not "Who" or "Band" or
"Mothers." That, plus use of the
phrase "turn-on" ("the best

turn-on of the night ... "),give me
the impression it was written
either by a condescending older
reporter way past the other side
of 30 or by someone "hip" who
gets their rock culture from
KQEO.
.
The best tt1rn•on of the n1ght,
by the way, "was tho music of
Danny Hutton, Chuck Negron and
Cory Well,s- 'The Three Dog
Night.'" Now, in the first place,
those three only sing, but the
point in the writer's mind
obviously was that the three
vocalists are the group and those
other four guys in the back are
just a back-up band. Again, if you
have o nlv the bazi!lst notions
about ro~k and this group in
particular, that could be yo11r
impression; but everything I've
ever read ftbout them indicates
they function as a seven • man
band, It'~> not like the situation
where Joe Cocker or Janis Joplin
might choose a different back·up.
group every few tours.
And speaking of Joplin - the
writer describes Gayle McCormick
thusly: "And take the soul feeling
and talent of the late Janis Joplin
without the bad language and put
it all in a beautiful body, you have
who may be the most promising .
'sleeper' among female
vocalists .•• " Besides the
completely inaccurate appraisal,
the comparisons to Joplin are so
absurd as to be humorous rather
than insulting.
1 could go on. (And it was only
a five inch article.) But the idea is
that if the Journal is going torE'port such events they should
send someone who knows a little
about it. I can name a dozen UNM
students who could do a fine job
and would love to get into
concerts free.

Medea Stately, Precise
Pas«;~lini 's

"Medea" (shown
Saturday and Sunday evenings at
Popejoy Hall) is ceremonial,
precise, deliberate. Its very stately
pace forces one to put the action
of the story in second place and
pay delighted attention to the
nuance of emotion and
motivation going on within and
between the character.
In this way director Paolo
Pasolini has been utterly true to
Greek drama.
At this point it is impossible
not to pick a quarrel with several
other reviewers in the national
media who insist on cloaking
Medea's painfully accurate ability
to judge the result of her actions
toward other people in a vague
reference to sorcery. In doing so,
they evade the persistence of the
Greek tragedians in forcing the
human mind and spirit into an
epic cast. Their strength is in
seeing the god•like results of
mundane human emotions, in
Medea's case ambition, jealousy,
the fear of a new and unfamiliar
culture.
Fortunately the Medea created
by Pasolini and Maria Callas, in
the title role, has a bit more
vision.
Most of the movie is played
without words- they are
ceremonial extras; the play is in
the subtle facial expressions,
movements, gestures that betray
the emotions of the characters.
Which is the way most human
beings still communicate anyway,
reading their own thoughts into
the raised eyebrow, or turned
away head of the person you are
talking to.

And the importance of the
slight gesture is never lost despite
the camera's attention to
sweeping vistas of the
wind-eroded white hills of
Colchis, the sea, the clustered
mud huts of the city, or the
almost novel manners- like
attention to the fine details of
dress and living customs of the era
Pasolini recreates.
Quite justifiably, all the
advance promotion of the movie
and the reviewers attention has
been on Callas. Women with
strength of character and with the
ability to carry through their own
will are still neglected characters
in' literature. Callas' performance
is a celebration and a veneration
the strong woman, who while
bound by the constraints o£ her
society is too restless and too
strong to resist action. Her ability
to foresee the consequences of her
acts, and yet still act with
presence and calm sureness of
herself, are a joy to watch.
Casey Church

or

.Razor's Edge
Sebring
Professional
Hair D

for Men

Prescriptions filled

Skilled Frame
Fitting
Master Charge &
BankAmericard

CASEY OPTICAL
next to Casey's Rexall Drug
4312 Lomas NE

255-6329

Keep Popping That Gum, 3 D·N
Any old Dog in a 10torm, I
always say .
Well, I don't always say it, but
when Three Dog -':'J'ight is
scheduled to lope into town again
and Albuquerque's concert
situation Jnnk11 ntherwi~e pretty
bleak, I do. I know I'm not going
to be left examining strange
corners of my head for days
afterward because of the music
they lay down, but I do know I'm
pretty much guaranteed I'll see a
good show.
Three Dog Night's part of
Sunday's concert at University
Arena was a good show; the first
part, featuring Gail McCormick
and the Underhand Band, was
not- more on that later. It was a
better show than their last one
here, which packed Tingley
Coliseum last February. But that
was the only time, out of their six
concerts here, that I didn't go
away satisfied that I got what I
came for.
You can't go to a Three Dog
Night concert with any higher
expectations than to be
entertained- thoroughly. They
are master entertainers. But they
are a "bubblegum" group, you
say. Well, that shouldn't be a
point of discussion. The fact
remains that unlike other thusly condemned groups who share
their ability to pack huge arenas,
they possesses a polish which gives
them appeal to man's need to
have a good time rather than to
his baser instincts.

The Three Dog Night rebirth of
Beatlemania phenomenon was in
evidence Sunday, but not to the
extent I'd seen it in their previous
concerts here. There was the surge
forward as "Joy To The World"
came hopping out of the amps,
the constant stretching out of
hands to touch the adored singers,
even the female screams which are
especially reminiscent of those
fotmerly reserved for the Beatles,
though certainly not of the same
decibel strength. But they used to
need a line of cops to protect the
boys from over • adoring fans as
they went into their big
20-minute finish. On the whole,
they showed Sunday that they're
still practicing the magic Three
Dog Night success formula that
bas bro11gbt them wealth and
popular (if not critical) acclaim.
A chronOlogical detailing of
this concert is unnecessary; if
you've seen one, even three years
ago, you'vll got a good idea.
Except for three numbers from
their new "Harmony" album, it
was the usual string of "AM" hits,
some clowning around, and huge
doses of rock'n'rollstar Sexiness
laid out for the teenyboppers to
lap up. IC you could sit through
that sort of thing without feeling
you were being made a part of
it- you p~:obably had a good
time.
The verdict on the warm-up
act- the Underhand Band, later
joined by Gail McCormick - is

that it would've been a better
bargain if Three Dog Night had
played alone. McCormick has a
decent voice, but the plasticity is
too evident to give her any credit.
The band's greatest asset is an
organist who can also play a sax
and dance at the same time. Wow.
But then 3DN wouldn't want to
be shown up now that they're
stars,
Charles Andrews
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We want you to be a Pan Am~
stewardess and travel to all the
places in the world most girls don't
get to see. You develop into a world
traveller, meeting interesting
people all along the way ••• and get
paid for it.
That's one side of the job.
The other side is the fact that
you'll be involved in a vital and
demanding business. As part of a
Pan Am Flight Team, you'll meet
the public and pe:form important
services. And you'll find yourself
busier than you've ever been in
your life.
If it sounds good to you and
you are available fer stewardess
training classes between January
and April of 1972, fifl out the
coupon and Pan Am will send you
.....,.
....,_
your application.

_________

9:00 AM-7:00 PM
Sunglasses
Repair Service

Jim IJaefner

Photo.5 by

Expert ,ong
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women

by A ppointmenl only
255-0166

5504 Central Ave S.E. · ·

(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)

______

me an application for a
position as a Pan Am Stewardess.
Name
Addres!I-

CIIy
$talfl

Mall to Pan Aliletican World Airways
Pept. 35481 P.O. Box 2212
Boston, Mass. 02101

(I) Pan Am
The World's Most Experiented Airline.
An equal opportun,ty employer.

J>agc4
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GOP Nat. Convention Bomb Plot Revealed

Scouting Report

Big Ti~oe ~t~t~i.~!!~~~~~~unt,omunr~d,

'
Photo by Dave Brands

Whack

Gerald Chavez (left) gets a pat
on the back from opponent
Hector Guerra in preliminaries at
the Central North American
Karate Championships at West
Mesa High School last weekend. A
UNM student, Chavez went on to
win in the finals in the

By ROGER J, RUVq.., .
Now comes the b1g time.
Defense has to come through for
ff se needs more
sure, . and o en
explosiveness.
.
In case it's not out yet, thouJgh,
the UNM defense held San ose
State scoreless the last two
quarters of last wee~'s 21-21 tie,
"They looked good m the second
half," said Lobo football coach
Rudy Feldman at a luncheon
yesterday,
i\~d Rocky L~:mg iR h;u::k t?
runmng the optwn the way 1t
used to be run. He gained ?ver
160 yards and scored three tu~es
through. the second· guessmg
Spartan defense last week.
And the hopes are high that the
Lobos can use this new found
fortune, both offensively and
defensively, to defeat the
Arizona State Sun Devils at
University Stadium Saturday
afternoon, The Sun Devils beat
the Lobos last year, 33·21, behind
the passing and catching of Joe
Spagnola and J.D. Hill.
Both Spagnola and Hill are
gone now, but defensive line
coach Gary Sloan, who scouted
the Sun Devils in their 24·18 loss
to Oregon State last week, said
the loss of the dynamic twosome
didn't hurt them that much.
Senior Grady Hurst (182) has

'as':es with g;eat accuracy. "He
P · 16 0 oin into Oregon
wStast ,. ·.2d Slg · g
a ·e sal
oan,
cai Demery (208 ) is back at
J't
d l'ter gaining All-WAC
~p 1 r:n at ~hat slot last year so
ono
·. .
'1
the battery I~ ~~r: t~~ f=~~
0
~~n;:pletet Af~h
AS~ offensive
. a ;'11°s 0 ·
e
· f 1
~!~e ;~ b~ct, and f: 1f:~n ga:es
0
I ~'Th~ is 0f~ga{~ be perhaps ou;
g
t date, said
~o~ghest .. Jf..~r::\e 0as expiosive a
e ma~h , Y
b
,
team as ey ve eve~l-'~C:c center
M'~u~st us(~ ~ guards George
E~d~es 0(~~~) and 'steve Matlock
I Ed F' h (226)
(225), and tack .es
IS er
.
and Ro.ger D?VIS <235 ) to run hJs
protectiOn, Tight end IS Joe Petty
(180~..
.
.
.
Jommg Hurst m the backfield IS
veteran Monro.e Eley (205 )· Ele~,
one of the mainstays of ~he D~VIl
g~:ound attack last year, IS playmg
second seat to sophomore Woo~y
Green (190) at the halfback, while
Brent McClanahan( 191 )and Oscar
Dragon (_200) alternate at
'fullback. W!ngback Steve Holden
(195), leadmg punt returner for
the Devils last year, and Alonzo
Emery (195) round out the
offense.
. "
.
.
Sloan said their basiC offense

2

(AFS) An undercover agent for
the Los Angeles Police
Department has leaked word to
the underground press about a
bomb plot that would so terrorize
the 19 72 Republican National
Convention that the President
would declare a national
emergency, rounding up radicals
across the country.
The agent, Louis Tackwood,
said the plot calls for police
squads to trigger explosives inside
the San Diego Sports Arena
during the convention, The full
plot calls for the planting of
provocateurs in crowds outside
the convention to fan the
hysteria, Alternative Features
Service, a national alternative
press media collective, learned
details from San Diego
underground Douglas Porter.
Tackwood named Daniel Mahony
of the Criminal Conspiracy
section of the Los Angeles Police
Department, and Ed Birch, of the
FBI, as directors of the squad of
provocateurs.
Details
First details of the plot were
published in the San Diego
underground newspaper, the O.B.
People's Rag, but Tackwood is
scheduled to publicly document
his allegations Oct. 18 at a Los
Angeles press conference.
After revealing the plot to Los
Angeles activists Ma1·ilyn Katz and
Robert Duggan, Tackwood
disappeared for a period of about
two weeks. Reportedly influenced
by Daniel Ellsberg's Pentagon
Papers leaks, Tackwood decided
to publicize his experiences as an
informer and provocateur.
He supplied tapes and
statements of his past activities to
Katz and Duggan during a series
of secret meeting over a period of
several weeks and he agreed to
scheme to trick his superiors into
believing he was really spying on
Katz and Duggan; this provided a

pro·set on occasi~n." He said the
reasoning behmd head coach
Frank Kush's keeping the same
.
.
f
1
.
basic offense or so ong 1s
"probably that the shortest
distance to the goal line is straight
ahead "
Slo~n said he plans no major
changes in his defensive front line
for the Sun Devil offense,
although some minor changes will
be made, The Siln Devil defense is
not e;x:pected to make any changes
uf significanco to the spE-ctator,
either as they return a veteran
secondary and a few seasoned
men to their seven-man front line.
They run a man-to•man
secondary
The mainstay of the line is
All-WAC end Junior Ah Ym1
(218 ), who came all the way from
Hawaii onlytofindMikeShimkus
(230) to his left at tackle.
Shimkus is the biggest manweightwise, at least on the
defensive team.
Middle guard is another
All·WAC player, Ted Olivo (212),
who has Richard Gray (201) to
his left at tackie. Gray at 210 is
the only defensive tackle the
Lobos have played this year that
is lighter than UNM's own Rob
Winter, who at one time was
thought to be the smallest
defensive tackle in major college

football. At
left end
Larry
(186),
theis only
----;;=========:h~h~e~avy~w~e~i~g~h~t~d~iv~is~i~o~n=.======c~o~m~e~o~n~st~r~o~n!g~th~e~la~s~t=f=ew=w~e~e~k=s==is=-st=il=l=in=ta=c=t:fr:o:m=a=f~elw~y~ea;;:r;::.s..;:;a"'g.;;.o,_, Shorty
underclassman on the line, He is a

justification for their meetings.
Official Plans
Just before his disappearance,
Tackwood had agreed to get Katz
and Duggan a copy of the official
plans for what he referred to as
''the San Diego Project." Later, he
called Katz and Duggan to teU
them he had succeeded in getting
it and was coming over. For the
next two weeks, he could not be
located. According to Porter, the
0, B, People's Rag staffer,
Tackwood was being held by
police and was shutl.led from jail
to jail. Porter said, however, that
Tackwood will 11ppear at a pres!!
conference in Los Angeles
Monday to reveal full details of
his story,
The New York Times, which
Porter said plans to release an
account of the plan next week,
reportedly has already confirmed
several facts pertaining to
Tackwood.. His police record
contains several entries for which
the penalties meted appear
inordinately light. Notation:;
accompanying the record describe
Tackwood as a valuable informer;
his probation file terms him
"schizophrenic" and notes that
this makes him perfect for
infiltration as an informer.
Tackwood has worked for the
L.A.P.D. Criminal Conspiracy
section, the L.A. P.D. Special
Identification and Investigation
unit, and the FBI since 1962. His
career began in that year when he
was arrested for the
transportation of stolen cars from
California to Mexico. He was
offered immunity in exchange for
becoming an undercover agent.
Since that time, he has operated
as an informer and provocateur in
many revolutionary organizations
in the Los Angeles area.
Raid
In August of 1965 at the
request of the L.A.P.D., he claims
he was asked to call the police and

inform them that arms wer~J boing
stored in the L.A. Muslim
Mosque. This call justified a raid
on the Mosque which included the
firing of several rounds into the
building. No weapons were found
in the mosque.
In 1968. he worked with the
U.S. Org.anization, a black
nationalist group based in Los
Angel!Js, Tackwood asserted that
the group was paid by the
Crimini'IL Conspiracy sectction of
the L.A.P.D. to stop the spread of
"Pantherism" by any means
necessary. The Criminal
Conspiracy section supplied US
with weapons:
Tackwood reported! y was
assigned to surveillance of the
Black Panther Party in Los
Angeles. While there, he was
engaged in encouraging the use
and supply of weapons and
ex:plosives.
Informer Cotton
While infiltrating the Black
Panther Party, Tackwood met
Melvin Smith, better known as

"Cotton", Cotton is the chief
witness in the L.A. Panther trial.
According to Taclcwood, Cotton
has been an L.A. police informer
since 1967. Cotton's link with the
L.A.P.D. is allegedly through Sgt.
R. G, Farwell. Cotton was
supposed to have had the specific
assignment of planning the Dec. 8,
1969 raid on the Black Panther
Party's Los Angeles headquarters.
In 1970 and 1971, he was
assigned to the Angela Davis and

10 Tons of Litter Being Cleared
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The deadliest animal in the forest
It moves quite slowly. It is one of the
·
easiest animals to track. It has a poor sense of smell.
sight and hearing. It is reluctant to travel at
night or 2lone. But it is cun..'1ing. unpredictable. and
·
e
· safe in this
animals presence. For the deadliest animal-the
animal that causes nine out of ten forest fires- .
is man. Careless man. So be careful. Our forests and
wildlife are too precious.

~~~~----~--------------

Please-only Y-OU can prevent forest fires.
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sophomore.
Linebackers are veteran Bruce
Kilby (191) and so ph James Baker
(203).
Sloan included some general
statements in his preview of 'the
Sun Devils. "They've got real fine
personnl!l," he said. If that sounds
too general, try not to wor:Y·
Sloan is not slow about saymg
something you haven't heard
before. "They really do," bE' went
- (J
on. "But they're not invincible."
Most press people, and
spectators, for that matter, should
now realize that Sloan intends to
win. For the last couple of years
myths have come out about how
Frank Kush takes his team to
some high hills in Mexico and
flogs them for three weeks, just to
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)- Cook was prejudiced because,
toughen them up.
Attorneys for Huey P. Newton among other things, he belonged
This doesn't mean that Sloan
Monday asked the California to the Elks Club, whicl1 excludes
tortures his team one day longer,
Court of Appeals to block his blacks from membership.
or even that he thinks the Sun
scheduled third trial in the killing
Devils are getting worse with each
Basing his appeal Monday
of an Oakland policeman until it
on the Elks issue, Garry
solely
new year. He just wants to win.
rules on his appeal.of motions to
And he may get his way. The
said
Cook
"has shown callous
disqualify the trial judge,
Lobos combined a much tougher
for
his responsibilities as
disregard
Attorney Charles Garry filed a
defense in the second half with a
petition for a writ of prohibition a public officer by maintaining
much more potent and explosive
membership in a blatant racist
with the appellate court asking organization.
offense to come from behind and
postponement of the
tie San Jose State. Feldman said
"Any man who practices such
manslaughter trial scheduled to
after the game that his team
shocking discrimination in his
start Tuesday in Oakland.
played with a lot of character, and
Superior Court Judge Lionel J. pi:i vat e life - in spite of the
that the only reason they tied was
Wilson last week ruled the trial findings of the Koerner Report on
that he failed to ca11 Joe
judge, Gyle E. Cook, was not civil disorder, the sensibilities of
Hartshorne in to try for a field
black citizens and public laws
prejudiced against blacks.
goal late in the game. "It was a
Wilson, a black, ruled that denouncing such racism- is unfit
judgment call and it was poor
Cook, who is white, was qualified to judge any man, and particularly
judgment," Feldman said simply.
to hear the triaL Garry contended a black defendant," he said.
But the fact remains, tie or not,
that the defense looked more like
it was supposed to that last half
than at any time during this
season. "We've been giving up too
much in the last six quarters
I eading up to these," said
Feldman, referring to the final
two stanzas at San Jose.
And the fact also remains that
offense is assuming bigger
responsibilities with each play.
Long now averages 6.6 yards a
carry, wyile halfbacks Fred Henry
{5.2) and Nate McCall (4.6) are
steadily improving their averages.
II: 30 a.m.- I: 30 p.m. Monday-Friday
Soph fullback Rich Diller is third
highest ground gainer for the
Lobos, with 368 yards and a 4.5
yards a carry average.
In summary, things could look
a lot worse for the Lobos, and
they could look a lot worse for
Complete $1.85---------ll+------'-,....--~..-----------f
- - - - - - t h l ' -&111 TIP. vi!~.
------111----

Judge Racially Prejudiced
ChargeNewtonAttorneys

gatllage was bruughL iuLu Lhe
wilderness canyon area on foot or
pack mule, but the state is using a
helicopter to remove it, at a cost
of $15,000.
Most of the debris is cans
bottles and plastic containers left
by fishermen and hikers said
Carlson. He said signs w'm be
posted on all trails asking
outdoorsmen to pack out what
they take in.

QUINCY, CALU'. (UPl)-'l'he
nearly inaccessible middle fork of
the Feather River in Plumas
National Forest is being cleared of
approximately 10 tons of litter.
A forestry spokesman said
some of the debris dates back to
early mining days and includes
anvils, large sheets of quarter-inch
boilerplate, automobile engines
'
iron beds and iron cookstoves.
Ranger Phil Carlson said the
----~---

c..

Soledad Brothers' defense
committees. While there, he is said
to have planted electronic
listening devices, stolen files, and
cooperated in the suprressions of
evidence which wuld acquit
Angela.
LA'l'E DEVELOPMENT
Spokesmen for Taclcwood said
Thursday, Oct, 15 that he had
been arrested . by investigators
from the District Attorney's
office.

-
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The new look Albuquerque ci~y
commission established regular
Saturday morning sessions for
personal conferences with local
Mountaineering Club
There will be a general meeting citizens in City Hall's Round
Room,
of the .UNM Mountaineering Club,
Hours are 9 a.m. and noon and
Tuesday, Oct. 19 at 7:30 p.m. in
room 250-C in the Union. Future are designed to give c.itizens an
trips will be planned and a slide . opportunity for informal
show on rock and snow climbing discussion or comments on city
in New Mexico and Colorado will problems. Each of the five
be given.

CAMPUS BRXEF§
ASUNM
Openings are still available on
rna ny ASUNM committees.
Applications may be submitted
for the Campus Safety; Computer
Use; Continuing Education;
Curricula; Human Subjects;
Registration; High School Prizes
and Loans;· Standards; Cultural,
National and International
Affairs; Radio Board, and the
University and Student Affairs
committees.

Ski Club
Ski movies, and a talk by Bill
Hedger, co-owner of the Olympic
Sports, Inc. shop, will be the
feature of Ski Club's first annual
meeting tonight in the Union
Theater at 7:30 p.m. Those
interested are invited to attend.
Suggestions for a Thanksgiving ski
trip will be taken at the meeting.

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ( $1.40) per time run. U ad is to
run five or more consecutive daYB with
no changes the rate Is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

Acquatics Institute
Training of Red Cross Water
Safety Instructors and YMCA
Leader examiners starts Oct. 23 at
the Heights "Y" at 5 p.m.
In order to take the course,
applicants must have either a Red
Cross or YMCA Senior Life Saving
Certificate,
The only fees for the course,
which is offered as a · public
service, are for books.

Rodeo Club
There will be an organizational
meeLing of the Rodeo U!ub,
Wednesday, Oct. 20 in room
231-C at 5:30 p.m. Any full-time
&tudents who are interested are
invited to come. For information
call277·2964 or 277·5164.

Petitions
Petitions for ASUNM Senate
are available in the Student
Government Office of the Union.

ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
206, afternoons preferably or mall.
Classified Advertisin~
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment mu,st be made In full prior to Insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

WANTED TO RENT - Self contained
travel trailer. Call 344·6680. 10/20
THE RAG SHOPPE-THE place for used
women's clothing. We BUY and SELL.
Call us at 268·2823 for specifics. San
Mateo and Indian School NE. Open Mon.
thru Sat.-111 am to 6 pm. 10/21
GIRLB-We have your size. Bell's by
Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central
SE. 243·61164. 10/6

2}

LOST & FOUND

LOST: SMALL MEXICAN BLANKET.
Dark wine red sentimental value. Call
344-4853. 10/26
URGENT 1 Keys In blue day case with dog
tags (Simms) lost In Anthro Bldg,
Thurs. morning. Call 277-2176 or 27729CG. 10/26
FOUND: BIG SHORT-HAIRED yellow
cat In SUB parking lot. Call 266-3869.
10/20
LOST! SITJVER AND TURQUOISE
RING with oval stone. If found please
call 298·2222, 10/21
LOST: FEMALE SHEPHERD. Floppy
cars, 8 months. Name "SABATH" No
tags, 687 San Pablo NE. Reward. 10/21
LOST: A large brown wallet in the SUB
Monday evening, If found, please return
cardll, !.D.'s. 296·8476. 10/20
FOUND: PRESCRIPTION GLASSES,
Black frames In Zimmerman Library
parking lot, May claim at Lost and
Found Desk, New Mexico Union. 10/20
FOUND - Prescription gold wire rims (Ladlcs?). On lawn In front ol Blot.
Bldg, Pick up at Rm. 206, Journalism.
10/19
FOUND-Sweater In Journalism Building.
Describe and claim Rm, 206. 10/19
MISSING: WHITE, AFFECTIONATE
SEVEN :MONTH, MALE SIAMESE, No
collar. VIcinity of University and Grand.
Reward. Rlpotrs at least call. 299-6097,
10/19

3) . SERVICES
GESTALT ENCOUNTER GROUP FOR
W 0 MEN BEGINNING MONDAY,
NOV, 1, Eight 2-hour oesslons for
$10.00 a session. Paula Bottome. 898li721 and Enid Howarth 268·6879. 10/22
EXPEltT TYPING, my hom(!, 8 yra. ex•
perience. 268·762U. 10/28
!<'IN!<} OLD l<'ASHIONED PORTRAIT
PllOTOGRAPHY-Weddlng, You or
Whatever. 242-76[;8, 10/24
WILL TYPE TERM PAPERS-ete;·Eleetrfc typewriter, 299-3084. 10720
IFYOU'RE TIRED of .doinl:' your own
ironing, call 242-38113. 10/20
,P

5)

FOR SALE

TURTLENECK SWEATERS. Large selec·
tion in many colors and fabrics. Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE. 248-6964.
10/111
KASTLE 20fi's with MARKER BINDINGS,
LANGE Boots, size 8¥.:w.1 Barrecrnfter
poles. Used 1 season. Orlgmal cost $286.
Sell for $160. See McDonald at J ournallsm
206after 4.
1970 SIATA-UNNUSUAL SPORTSCAR.
Take over payments. Days, 842-7724,
other, 243·3269, Durkin. 10/16
1961 MGA Conve;tible, 1967 N~rtOn~ 750,
both good condition. 266-2914. 10/16
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30·$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 256-6987, 12/20
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. These machines have never been used and are
equipped w/z~·zag, make buttonholes,
etc, Will be sold for $49 each, caah or
terms. United Freight Sales. 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9, tfn
8x37 SPARTAN TRAILER. Call Mel, ext.
4632 days, 877·9269 eves. 10/20
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. These units have AM-FM stereo
receivers w/8 track player, Also come
complete w/separatc deluxe Garrard
changer and four speaker system. $119.96
cash or terms. United Freight Sales. 3920
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9. trn
LEATHER BELLBOTTOMS AND JACKETS by Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 10/16
KASTLE 206 em $201 new Marker cable
hecla $10. 4060 Lou!Biana NE. 10/22
ATTENTION MARRIED STUDENTS I If
your Income 13 around $400 per month
you may qualiCy for a new 3 bedroom
home of your own. Payments approx.
$90 per month. For information call
Diane at 299·0376 or 298·71173, 10/29

6)

EMPLOYMENT

NEED 2 men to hell> me in my business.
$71i.OO to start. Part Time. Call 242·
OGG3.
SPORTSWRITING - Dynamite for
Adonlsts. Call Rodger at LOBO, l!774202, afternoons. 10/26

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

NEEDED FOR ROCK AND ROLL-Blues
Band-Drummer, Bass, Lead and Rhythm
guitarists. Call Michelle 296-llGO. 10/19
HARRIS TWEED SPORTS COATS, $30.00
each. New Arrivals from England. Also,
Navajo rugs, many interesting imports.
Freed Company, 416 Central Ave. NW.

Commission Begins Sat. Forum

Lettuce Boycott
Don't forget the Albuquerque
Boycott meeting, Wednesday,
Oct. 20, 7:30 p.m. at Chicano
Studies, Action taken by the
Committee members at the State·
AFL·CIO annual meeting will be
explained.

College Republicans
The College Republicans of
UNM will meet Tuesday, Oct. 19,
7:30p.m. in the Union; 250 D&E.
There will be an election of
officers and an adoption of the
Constitution and by-laws. The
speaker will be State
Representative, Max Coll - the
minority whip in New Mexico
House of Representatives.
Refreshments will be available.

Drug Abuse
The Drug Abuse and
Coordinating Center of
Albuquerque is sponsering five
seminars beginning Oct. 20
Wednesday, dealing with the
different aspects of the drul!
scene.
The seminars are directed for
family education on the drug
scene but are open through
registration to all interested
persons. The seminars will be held
at Zia Elementary School. For
more inMrmation call 243·1319.

Student Veterans Association

The Student Veterans
Association will meet Thursday,
Oct. 21 in the Union 25 3 at 7 :30
p.m. Plans for initiating
propaganda campaign will be
discussed. All veterans welcome.
For more information call,
247·3272 or 277·4606'.

Tuesday, October 26
R,J, Reynolds Tobacco CompanySales Marketing Liberal Arts,
Dusinoss Administration
Wednesday, October 27
McDonnell Douglas Corporation Astronautics Company- West- EE,
ME, Computer Science (BS, MS)
Department of the Army -- Corps of
Engineers- CE (BS)
.
Tou.che Ross & CompanyAccounting (DBA, MBA)
Thursday, October 28
Stauffer Chemical Company - · ChE
(BS)
State of Oltlahoma - Department of
Highways- CE (BS)
Ftllluy, OcLuiJe.t 29
Stauffer Chemical Company - ChE
(BS)
Tuesday, November 2
Mobil Oil Corporation- Geology,
ChE,ME, CE
Burroughs Corporation- Business
Administration
Wednesday, November 3
General Services Administration CE, EE, ME, Arch., Government, Pol.
Sci,, History, Bus. Admin,- These will
be small group-type meetings to
explain the functions of GSA.
M.W. Kellogg Company- ME, CE
ChE, (BS), ChE (MS)
Amoco Production Company - EE,
ME, ChE, CE (BS&MS) Geology (BS,
MS,PhD)
"
.
United States Civil Service
Commission- aU majors & degree
levels this is not a recruiting
schedule -no sign-ups necessary -it is
an opportunity to have questions
answered concerning any phase of
Government (Federal) employmentwhere and bow to obtain jobs, etc. the
FSEE is scheduled to be administered
on Nov. 4.
Federal Aviation Administration summet emplovment ontv - Juniors
only engineering for Electronic
Technicians - all majors - for Air
Traffic Aids
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Engineering (PhD), BS&MS in
Engineering for summer positions and
a few permanent positions
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Physical Sciences, Math (PhD), BS&MS
in the above for summer positions and
a few permanent positions.
Thursday, N ovcmber 4
Amoco Production Company - EE,

(@unrtrrs

11

Package Liquor

ME, CE, CbE, (BS&MS), Geology (BS,
MS, PhD)
Los Alamos Scientific Laborato:.:y Engineering \PhlJ), HS and MS in the
above for summer position and a few
permanent positions
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Physical Sciences, Math (PhD), BS&MS
in the above for summer positions and
a few permanent positions
HEW - Internship Program - all
majors - bilingual
Friday, November 5
Salt River Project- EE (BS, MS)
Gulf Oil Company - ChE, ME
Southern California Edison
Company- aU majors
N o:rth Amarican RockwellAerospace & S}•stcr.:ul Office - ME,
EE, Acco·unth;.,,;, Business &
Management
Dow Chemical- ChE, ME (BS, MS)
Penn MutUal Life Insurance
Company - Business Administration

~~tt@m§)];',p;]&ii:~:!::~W~®MtJ.ft)®.l%Ei!%@t10,W~

1Calhng U 1
Tuesday, October 19, 1971
Campus Cru'sade For Christ; Union
231-A; 9·10 a.m.
Dean of Students; Union 231-B;
9·11 a.m.
Modern and Classical Languages;
Union Theater; 4:30·6 p.m.
SIMS; Union 231-E. 6·10 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union 231-B; 6:30·9
p.m.
Mouutaincerlng Club; Union 250-C;
7:30·10 p.m.
Ski Club; Union Theater; 7:30·9
p.m.
Young Republicans; Union 250D·E;
7:3().9:30 p.m.
::llac1.: Students Union, South
Ballroom; 8·11 p.m.

319 P.E.
The 319 P .E. elementary
education class will have a display
at the Learning Center Mgterial in
the Education Building.
The display will be on the
subject of integration all day
during the week of Oct. 18·22.

famous_ international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others . , .)
lunch 11 :go-2:3o dinner 5:3o-g:3o

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

I

Recruiting You

Speech Pathology
Dr. Jon Eisenson of Stanford
Univ. will present "Evaluation and
Treatment of Childhood Aphasia"
Wednesday, Oct. 20; at 7:30p.m.
in the Kiva. The speech is
sponsored by Speech Pathology
. and Audiology and the Division of
Special Education. Interested
parties are invited to attend.

commissioners will take turns
appearing at the sessions. Vice
Chairman Ray Baca was the first
to conduct the .initial session last
Saturday morning. Commissioners
are also assisted by various city
hall staff members and a
secretary.
Regular ·city commission
meetings are held Monday
evenings.

.96 6-pk

,113 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
of Old Town Plaza
242•4g86

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
Yale SE

4) FOR RENT
RESPONsi"_n_L_E_?I'_l_A_L_E_--S-tu_d_en_t..H-ous-~
mate wanted. Share 4-bedroom home.
Cull Richard, 242-9661, 10/111

CLA§§][F][ED

A DVERTl§][NG

5) FORSALE
111GB MG Midget. $860. Call 244-!1778 after
6 p.m. Jeter. 10/26
U T I L I T Y . TRAILER. Faetor:v . built
frame 5' x 10', Fully enclosed brand new
Urea. Steve after 6-2GG-635G, 10/26
ONE SET: GREAT BOOKS OF THE
WES'l'ERN WORLD. 74 Volumes total.
Like new. Save over $300,00. Call 98S..
2197. Santa Fe. 10/2~
611 TRIUMPH liOO, Rebuilt engine, $760,
. call Mike 298·6G29. 10/25
"COOT" ATV 4 Wheel Drive, worn gear
driven can be fitted with options, with
tilt trailer. Call 296•7366 after 6 PM.
10/l!5

llti DONN:EVlt.LE, one owner load clron.
to appreciate $875. 256·2668, 10/26
BRUSHED DENIM HIPHUGGERS. Purple, blue and brown, only $8. LOBO
MEN'S SHOP, 2120 Central SE, 10/20
11JG8 SAAB STATION WAGON, V-4,
radio, heater. Good condition $875, 265·
4672. 10/20
11148 CHIWROLET FLEETMASTER nuns, $11i0 offer. 24lM760 arter G~oo
PM. 10/20
MEN'S SKI l')QUIPMENT: Head Smnd·
ards, relense bindings, poles, boots, $130.
266•1Gii3, 10/19
TIES ONLY $2.GO. l'~xcetlent seledlon In
beautiful eolors. Lobo Men's Shol), 2120
Central sg, 248·GOG4. 10/1!1
__
WilY m:NT WHEN YOU CAN OWN
YOUR OWN HOME with low down
pnym.:ont and monthly paylllents leJs than
rent. For details enll MUte nt 208·7689 or
Eve 20G·Ii~70. 10/20
1071 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dunl
Spenlter--Automatle Level Recording.
277·4200. :l0/12
~

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuqu'erque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICA110NS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ TIMES STARTING _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$._ _ __
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